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Welcome to the June
edition of the ASTL
Newsletter.
This month, we have
included information
on a new Bursary the
ASTL will be launching
in memory of our
former CEO, Benson Hersch. Please watch out for
more detailed information to be released soon
and, if you feel you or one of your team deserve to
be shortlisted then get in touch.
There is also a recap of our latest lending data and
a reminder about our Annual Conference which is
scheduled for October, and information on a new
lender member.
In addition, Paul Joseph from Strettons provides
insights on the options available to lenders for
customers who have missed payments and
default on a loan, and there is an interesting piece
on managing performance and mental wellbeing

NEWS INSIDE
•

ASTL UPDATES

•

HAVE YOUR SAY

•

UNTIL NEXT TIME

following an event held by Octopus Real Estate.
We hope you find the newsletter interesting and
informative. We love to hear from you so, if you
have any comments, or would like to register your
interest to contribute in the future, please contact
Alex Hammond (alex@alsocomms.com).

ASTL UPDATES
Benson Hersch Memorial Bursary
We are currently working on a Memorial Bursary

short-term mortgage lending community and a

in memory of our former CEO, Benson Hersch.

commitment to the values of transparency and

The Benson Hersch Memorial Bursary will be

customer-focus that are promoted by the ASTL.

awarded annually to selected individuals working

Benson was CEO of the ASTL between 2012

for lender members of the ASTL. The Bursary

and 2019, during which time annual bridging

will be used to help continue the training and

completions grew from £885m to more than

development of individuals who demonstrate an

£4bn and membership of the Association more

appetite to promote the interests of the

than doubled. Under his tenure, the reputation
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of the bridging industry vastly improved and

At the same time, the value of loans in default

representation with the FCA, HM Treasury and

has now fallen for five consecutive quarters,

other regulatory bodies also increased. Aside

decreasing by 12.5% compared to December 2021,

from these achievements, Benson was hugely

and average LTVs have also fallen. The average

respected and well liked throughout the industry.

LTV on a bridging loan is now 58.7%, compared to

So, it is only right that we honour his memory in

61.2% in the December 2021 quarter.

a way that supports those individuals who are
also striving to encourage high standards and the
sustainable growth of the sector.

Vic Jannels, CEO of the ASTL says: “The latest
ASTL Data Survey shows a reduction across
most areas in the first quarter of 2022. However,

We are finalising details of the Bursary and the

this is set against record results at the end of

application process and will communicate further

last year and the volume of lending continues

information as soon as it is available.

to be strong. Given the current context of global
uncertainty and increased living costs, it’s
perhaps reassuring that record growth has been
curtailed and the market is continuing growing
at a steadier pace. This points to high standards
of lead qualification and underwriting across
our members, who are continuing to provide the
bridging finance that customers need, in a way
that is robust and sustainable. Average LTVs
have fallen and the fact that the value of loans
in default have now fallen for five consecutive
quarters shows that lending continues to be
responsible and customer-focused.”

Lending Data
We recently published our lending data for Q1
2022, during which period bridging applications
and completions fell back from their record highs
in Q4 2021. They do, however, remain strong
compared to the long-term average.
The figures show that bridging completions were
£1.04bn in the quarter ending March 2022, a fall of
15.8% on the previous quarter, when they reached
£1.24bn. However, they remain higher than the
same quarter last year when completions were

Annual Conference

just over £900m and completions have now been

We continue to work on finalising details for

more than £1bn for four consecutive quarters for

our Annual Conference, which this year, will be

the first time since records began.

held on Thursday 20th October 2022. The venue

Bridging applications dropped off more
significantly to £6.34bn in Q1 2022, representing

for the Conference has been confirmed as RSA
House in Central London.

a drop of just over 50% on the previous quarter.

We will be announcing more details about

And the size of loan books has also fallen, standing

registration and the speaker programme in the

at £4.48bn at the end of this March, down from

coming months, but pre-registration is available

£5.08bn at the end of last December.

now at https://astlconference.co.uk
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New Member Update
Mercantile Trust has become the latest lender to
join the Association of Short-Term Lenders (ASTL).
Mercantile Trust is a specialist bridging and buy
to let lender and part of the Norfolk Capital Group
of companies, which has been providing financial
solutions for more than 30 years. In bridging,
Mercantile Trust offers loans up to £500k,
although it can consider larger deals on referral. It
has specialist propositions to suit both light and
heavy refurbishments and also offers a range of
micro bridging loans up to £49,999.
Maeve Ward, Director of Commercial Operations
at Mercantile Trust, says: “At Mercantile Trust,
we offer a common-sense approach to lending
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HAVE YOUR SAY

“

Why Appoint a Fixed Charge Receiver
Paul Joseph, Director & Registered Property
Receiver at Strettons
For many years interest rates have been at their
historic lows and with the COVID-19 pandemic,
furlough, Government Backed Business Loans
(CBILs) and moratoriums helped to preserve the
financial positions of many.
The economic climate has hardened over recent
months and this is expected to continue, which
is likely to impact borrowers’ ability to maintain
payments.

decisions and are committed to providing

Several factors have contributed to the hardening

excellent customer service. Our business is built

economic climate:

on integrity and accountability, with the aim of

■

the UK ‘cost of living crisis’ taking hold with

building lifelong relationships with intermediaries

inflation at its highest level since 1992 and

and clients, and this genuine approach to

expected to rise to 6% in April

delivering the best possible customer outcomes

■

interest rates rising and due to rise further

aligns closely with the principles and ethics of the

■

the energy crisis

ASTL. So, we are delighted to become members

■

all of the above has been exacerbated by the

of the association and look forward to working
together with other members to promote good
practice and sustainable growth in the bridging
market.”

Russia-Ukraine conflict
What happens if a borrower misses a payment
and defaults?
Lenders may have property loans where the
borrower has failed to maintain payments and
defaults. The lender then needs to take steps to
protect its capital and consequently will wish to
take control to protect the value of the charged
asset.
Several routes present themselves.
1.

The lender can suggest that the borrower
should take steps to sell and realise the asset.

2.

The lender can take possession of the
property.

3.

The lender may be able to initiate an
insolvency process.

4.

The lender can appoint a Fixed Charge
Receiver (LPA Receiver) under the terms of the
loan agreement.
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Borrower to sell the asset consensually
In the early stages it can be beneficial to open
a dialogue with the borrower. It facilitates the
gathering of information about the borrower’s
circumstances and obtaining up to date details of
the property assets. By adopting a cooperative
rather than a combative approach the borrowers
may be more likely to provide the necessary
information.
The lender can propose that the borrower
should dispose of the property assets under
the direction of the lender’s property advisor,
although unfortunately borrowers in this situation
often have unrealistic views as to the value of the
property and so a cooperative sale frequently does
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crack a nut” when the lender is only interested in
recovering the debt. In any event such a process

“

is likely to be far more expensive than alternatives
since the insolvency professional will still need to
instruct property experts.
Appointment of Fixed Charge Receiver
If the loan documents have been well drafted a
receiver can be appointed very quickly and he will
have broad powers:
■

the power of sale;

■

the power to collect rent;

■

the power to grant leases;

■

the power to borrow funds;

■

the power to enter into contracts, including
building contracts.

not work.
Lender Taking Possession
If the cooperative route has failed, the next step
to consider may be for the lender to enforce his
charge and to go into possession. This route gives
the lender direct control but puts the lender into a
direct legal relationship with the borrowers. Whilst
this may appear to be the cheapest solution it
brings with it responsibilities and potentially
onerous obligations. The lender in possession will
not only be obliged to have direct dialogue with an

The appointment of a receiver will create a helpful
buffer between the lender and the borrower.
The receiver will normally be a property expert
and ideally should be a chartered surveyor and a
member NARA as this will ensure that he or she
is properly skilled and has the right experience to
undertake the task. Such an expert may be able to
personally undertake or supervise all of the tasks
needed to realise the asset in order to repay or
reduce the debt in a quick and cost efficient way.

uncooperative borrower but also in the case of a

Summary

let investment is likely to have direct contact with

■

tenants even if managing agents are instructed.
The mortgagee in possession route does have one

The appointment of a receiver can reduce the
lenders exposure to litigation.

■

An experienced receiver will be dealing

particular plus point since a transfer by way of a

with problem cases on a daily basis and is

TR2 will allow it to overreach subsequent charges;

in a much better position than the lender to

although, a lender may in any event execute a TR2

propose the most advantageous realisation

on a sale by a receiver, if required.

strategies.
■

seamless exercise, thereby minimising the

property professionals to manage and then
underestimate the time required for this exercise,
a distraction from more profitable lending.
Insolvency
Insolvency processes, even if possible, are often
inappropriate and can be a “sledgehammer to

If the receiver is a well-qualified property
expert the appointment is a “one-stop”

adopts this route, but it will still need to instruct
sell the property. The lender should also not

“

On the face of it the lender may save fees if it

necessity of instructing other professionals.
■

Once having appointed the Fixed Charge

Receiver the lender will need to spend little

time on the case and concentrate on his more
important income earning function of dealing
with new lending.
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Dr Archer went on to explain the difference
between “good” and “bad” stress. In general,
humans are well-evolved to deal with acute stress;
when stress comes in short bursts, our attention
is heightened, our focus is narrowed and we have
increased energy and adrenaline. However, we
are less equipped to deal with chronic stress. As
Dr Archer puts it, “Chronic stress can damage
our health and wellbeing, and also has serious
implications for performance.”
At times of high stress, fatigue, exhaustion and ill
health dominate, negatively impacting both our
personal and professional lives.
Stress signatures
Dr Archer encourages people to identify and

Performing under pressure and
maintaining mental wellbeing

discuss their “stress signatures”; the early signs
and symptoms that indicate “good” stress
is becoming “bad stress”. Symptoms can be

Last month Octopus Real Estate hosted a

physical (exhaustion, headaches, weight loss

broker breakfast and roundtable led by career

or gain, insomnia, panic attacks), psychological

psychologist Dr Rob Archer. The session, entitled

(low morale, frustration, worry, apathy, boredom,

Resilience: Performing Under Pressure, gave

depression) or behavioural (lower performance,

brokers the opportunity to reflect on the biggest

decreased communication, lack of focus,

challenges they have faced over the past two

defensiveness, negative attitude).

years and to identify their “stress triggers” to help
improve mental wellbeing and performance.

Dr Archer stresses the importance of having “nonnegotiables” baked into our days or weeks – those

Attended by 18 specialist finance brokers from

moments for ourselves that they will carve out

firms across the UK, those present all agreed that

time for regardless of how busy their work life is.

their jobs involves dealing with highly emotive

This could be as simple as keeping Sundays as an

transactions on a day-to-day basis. One broker

“offline” day, or taking the time to go for a walk on

stated that it can often feel like the hopes and

your lunchbreak.

dreams of clients rest on their shoulders, which
can become overwhelming.
This led to group discussions about how best
to manage challenges to mental health and
wellbeing. We are delighted to share the
outcomes of these discussions here, to encourage
conversations and provide tips surrounding what
can often be a difficult subject.
The top three challenges to mental health and
wellbeing, according to the group

Elite athletes
Elite athletes have incredibly high-performance
routines, but always take the time to rest and
recuperate, lest they injure themselves or burn
out. The same principles can be applied to
working in financial services; many brokers can
admit to getting drawn into working patterns that
are not optimised and which don’t serve us.
Rob explains, “When tired, humans tend to make
more mistakes, communicate less effectively and

1.

Isolation and lack of support

become much less productive. This ‘flat line’ way

2.

Poor work-life balance

of working - where we flatten out the natural

3.

Emotional attachments to deals

breaks and constraints of a normal working day -
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leads to increased distractibility, lower

■

motivation and the feeling that we need to work
longer hours to make up for lost productivity.
High-performance routines offer an alternative.
They are a way of working in balance with our
own human biology, by finding a working rhythm
that keeps us at our best.”

Reduce your time horizon; focus on one thing
for just 10 mins if necessary

■

Use focus apps to help limit the amount of
time you spend procrastinating

With time management and various job stresses
ranking highly as challenges identified by
brokers, attendees were left to consider their own

High-performance routines can benefit us all, as

resilience plan to help them to better perform

they help us to:

under pressure.

1.

Identify our true priorities

2.

Work in a more focused way

3.

Clearly delineate work and life, so that we can

4.

Work more sustainably

Dr Archer encourages people to consider the
concept of ‘marginal gains’ and making small,
iterative changes to one’s routine.
Multitasking and task focus
The session ended with a word on multitasking;
“A lot of us multitask to try and get through all
the things we have to get done. Multitasking
feels busy, but it can be inefficient for two
reasons. Firstly, some of our attention remains
with the task we’ve switched from, meaning we
can’t devote all of our attention to the next task –
this is the problem of attention residue. Secondly,
the brain gets used to attention switching,
which means we can become increasingly
distractable.” The participants then identified
ways they could apply marginal gains to the
subject of reducing multitasking and enhancing
task focus.
Examples of applying marginal gains to improve
task focus:

UNTIL NEXT TIME
We hope you have enjoyed the latest edition
of the ASTL newsletter. Remember, we value

■

Limit exposure to interruptions

your feedback, so if you have any comments,

■

Block out strategic thinking time in the diary

or would like to register your interest to

■

Create daily to-do lists to free up mental

contribute in the future, please contact Alex

capacity

Hammond (alex@alsocomms.com)

■

Think about comparative advantage; what
tasks can you delegate if possible?

■

Distinguish between ‘urgent’ and ‘important’
tasks

■

Offer increments of your time as opposed to
30 mins or an hour
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